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Abstract: Blockchain technology as an infrastructure allows an
innovational platform for a new transparent and decentralized
transaction mechanism for different type of industries and
businesses. Different attributes of blockchain technology increase
trust through traceability and transparency ability of goods, data
and financial resources within any transaction. Regardless of
initial uncertainty about this technology, government and many
major enterprises and firms have recently examined the adoption
and improvement of this technology in several areas of
applications, from social, legal and finance industries to
manufacturing, design and supply-chain networks. An interesting
research problem in this new era is that of determining
provenance. At present, goods which are produced and
transported using complicated medium supply chains, in this type
of supply chain it is impossible to evaluate the provenance of
physical goods. We have an interest in the blockchain as there are
numerous favored use cases of blockchain especially for
provenance tracking. In this paper we review the basics features of
the blockchain along with its type like permission less and
permissioned blockchain. Then discussed the need of provenance
of assets in supplychain as it increase the trust of the customer and
proposed a process and architecture for providing the data
provenance in supply chain with blockchain using smart contract.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Centuries back, supply chain was not complicated as the
commerce was simple, but now the businesses have widened
globally. Earlier, the businesses were limited to the local
areas. People used to run minor businesses and trade
homemade items locally to earn money. As an outcome, the
commerce was relatively fair and transparent. It is very hard
to have a complete picture of all transactions within the chains
in a large supply chain system [4].At present supply chain
mostly depends on emails and fax machines to send and
receive contracts across the globe, resulting paper work to be
slower and error prone. Blockchain can solve this by
providing verifiable and immutable data sources. Provenance
is the history of the transmission and ownership of an object.
For several reasons professionals have been interested in the
provenance of an item and the utmost important of which is
that the authenticity of an item can be confirmed with the help
of well-documented provenance. We proposed a smart
contract in etherum Blockchain to providing the provenance
of assets in the Supply Chain Industry.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A supply chain has all of the links that are involved when
manufacturing and distributing goods. In today‟s world,
dozens of geographical locations and hundreds of stages can
be potentially involved by a supply chain. Like for example,
over 1.6 million people in 20 countries are employed by
suppliers of Apple Computing supply chain (Apple 2016).
This makes it very hard to track events happening in a supply
chain and investigates incidents. Because in every step of the
supply chain there are information losses and barriers, the
further away in the chain an incident is the harder it is to
obtain any information on it. The interest in the application of
blockchain in supply chain is created due to the need for more
transparency, traceability and provenance of assets. All
the perennial matters that compromise the effectiveness of
the supply chain can be tackled by blockchain‟s ability to
offer transparency and traceability. Currently, in order to
regain consumers trust in products an improved access to
information‟s demand is developing [1].
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III. SURVEY:BASICS OF BLOCKCHAIN
A blockchain is a time-stamped series of immutable record
of data that is managed by cluster of computers not owned by
any single entity. A blockchain can be seen as a distributed
ledger: a chronological chain of „blocks‟ where every block
contains a record of the valid network activity since the last
block was added to the chain [2]. Cryptographic principles
(namely chain) are used to secure every blocks of data
(namely block) and also bound block to each other.
Blockchain can be defined as a democratized system as its
network has no central authority. The information stored in
blockchain ledger is open to see for anyone and everyone as
the ledger is immutable and shared. Hence, anything that is
built on the blockchain is transparent in nature and every
person involved is accountable for their every action.
Blockchain technology can be described as the technology
which powers the Internet of Transactions [3].
A. Three Pillars of Blockchain Technology
Blockchain Technology has three major properties that
helped it drawing acclamation from widespread which are,
namely:
1. Decentralization
2. Transparency
3. Immutability
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Decentralization: The decentralized nature of blockchain
technology means that it doesn‟t depend on a central point of
control. The system becomes comparatively more fair and
considerably more secure due to the absence of single
authority. The most revolutionary quality of blockchain is its
value of decentralization that can be epitomized by the way in
which data is recorded onto a blockchain.
An innovative consensus protocols is utilized by
blockchain across a network of nodes, for transactions
validation and recording the data in a manner that is
incorruptible rather than to rely on a central authority to
securely transact with other users.
Transparency: The fact that the transactions and holdings
of every public address are open to view defines the
transparency of a blockchain. It is possible for a user to view
the transactions and their holdings that they have carried out
using an explorer, and equipped with a user‟s public address.
Within the financial systems this level of transparency has
never existed before, and adds a degree of accountability that
has never existed till date. Previously, without anyone's
knowledge large financial institutions were able to use their
customers‟ funds as they saw fit, and not every time in the
most effective or honest matter and the epitome of this same
issue is the financial crisis of 2008.
Immutability: Blockchain ledger‟s ability to remain
unchanged and a blockchain to stay indelible and unaltered
can be defined as the immutability. In short, data in the
blockchain can‟t be changed. Every single block of
information, for example transaction details or facts, proceeds
using a hash value or a cryptographic principle. A hash value
or a cryptographic principle is used by each block of
information, with facts or transactional details to proceed.
That hash value has an alphanumeric string generated by each
block distinctly. Every block not only carries a hash or digital
signature for itself but also for the previous one. Blocks are
ensured to retroactively couple together and relentless. This
functionality of blockchain technology ensures that no one
can intrude in the system or alter the data saved to the block. It
is also essential to know that blockchains are distributed and
decentralized in nature, where a consensus is made among the
several nodes that store the copy of data. This consensus
ensures that the originality of data must be maintained. This
lets consumers to work with the utmost degree of sureness that
the chain of data is unchanged and correct [2].
B. Permissioned vs. Permissionless Blockchain
In a permissionless blockchain, transaction information is
validated by public. Whereas, in a permissioned systems
blockchain‟s owner choose a particular group and only this
group is responsible for validating the transaction
information. Permissioned systems are a way faster and
scalable as compare to permissionless but are more
centralized. The basic distinction is that you need approval to
use a permissioned blockchain, while anyone can participate
in permissionless systems. The original Bitcoin blockchain
was and is still completely open, for example, but as
companies and institutions start to adopt the technology,
they‟re willing to sacrifice trustlessness and transparency for
better access controls and easier customization. Both
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permissioned and permissionless blockchains have some
important characteristics in common:
 They‟re both distributed ledgers, meaning that there are
multiple versions of the same data stored in different places
and connected through some type of network.
 They both use some form of consensus mechanism,
which means they have a way for multiple versions of the
ledger to reach an agreement on what they should all actually
look like.
 They are both theoretically immutable in the sense that
the data they store can‟t be changed without having sufficient
power over the network. Even then, the blocks are linked by
cryptographic hashes that will change if any data is altered.
Put simply, both permissioned and permissionless
blockchains use cryptography and decentralization to varying
degrees to accurately store data in a format that is difficult to
hack or alter.
1. Permissionless Blockchain
Most of the blockchains you‟ve probably heard of fall into
this category: Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Dash, and
Monero. Data stored on these chains is publicly available, and
full copies of the ledgers are stored all around the world,
which is what makes these systems very hard to hack or
censor. No one runs the blockchain, no one can restrict access
to it, and you can remain relatively anonymous since you
don‟t need to identify yourself to get an address and perform
transactions. Of course, this system is far from perfect. It can
be slow, difficult to build for and scale up on, too transparent
to keep sensitive data on, hard to control access to,
energy-intensive, and complex. That‟s why permissioned
blockchains are becoming a more popular solution for
companies and institutions looking to use blockchains to
replace more traditional systems.
2. Permissioned Blockchain
Permissioned blockchains are only open to those who are
allowed access. Anyone who wants to validate transactions
and/or view data on the network has to be approved by the
central authority first. This is especially useful for banks,
companies, and other institutions that have to comply with
regulations and might not be fans of losing complete control
of their data. Instead of building on a large, decentralized
blockchain like Ethereum, they can instead create a custom
solution run only by institutions that they approve of [10]. The
big advantages of permissioned blockchains are that they
have:

Access controls

High customizability

An easier time changing to comply with regulations

Better energy-efficiency

Potentially better scalability
There are disadvantages, too. They are:

More centralized

Less transparent

More vulnerable to hacks
and manipulation

More easily censored

Less anonymous
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IV. DATA PROVENANCE
Data provenance refers to the record of the systems,
entities, inputs, and processes that influences data of interest,
providing a historical record of the data and its origins. A
historical record of the data and its origins is provided by data
provenance . Complex transformations such as workflows
generate the provenance of data that is of considerable value
to scientists [11]. From it, one can ascertain the quality of the
data based on its ancestral data and derivations, track back
sources of errors, allow automated re-enactment of
derivations to update a data, and provide attribution of data
sources. In the business domain provenance plays an essential
role where it can be used to drill down to the source of data in
a data warehouse, tracking the creation of intellectual
property, and audit trail can be provided for regulatory
purpose.
In distributed systems the use of data provenance is
proposed to trace records through a dataflow, replay the
dataflow on a subset of its original inputs and debug data
flows. To do so, one needs to keep track of the set of inputs to
each operator which were used to derive each of its outputs.
Although there are several form of provenance, such as
how-provenance and copy-provenance [12], [13] the
information we need is a simple form of why-provenance, as
defined in [14].

V. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE AND PROCESS
FOR PROVENANCE IN SUPPLY CHAIN
Since all types of transactions can be tracked in a
transparent and secured way using blockchain, it offers many
possibilities across the entire supply chain. The transactions
can be recorded on the blockchain to create the account of an
item from the manufacturing to sale using smart contract, for
every single time a product changes hands in the supply
chain.Fig 1 shows the proposed architecture for the
provenance of the assets in the blockchain. Raw material‟s
information, manufacturing details, retailer and product
information and inventory update information will save in
blockchain using smart contract in solidity on Ethernet
network which is public blockchain [7]. For testing purpose
we will use any testing network like Robstan Testing Network
or Rinkyby Testing Network.

A. Type of provenance documentation
Some of the following types of provenance documentation
that we probably have for the object that we own are:

Receipt, Invoice, or Bill of Sale: these documents
help to confirm the date that an item previously changed
owners, and the identity of the parties involved, such as
gallery, private owner or auction house. Whether the person
owns the item they are selling can also be proven with these
documents and therefore has a clear title for the object that
can be legally passed to the buyer upon purchase.

Previous appraisal: an object might have been
appraised previously, possibly for insurance purposes or as
part of an estate. Because value fluctuates over time, a
previous appraisal serves to document the ownership and the
age of an object, rather than the present value.

Illustration in an exhibition catalog from a
museum or gallery: if an item has been included in a
museum or gallery exhibition, it will be mentioned and
usually illustrated in a catalog published along with the
exhibition

Inclusion / illustration in an auction catalog: the
sale results are generally accessible to the public if an item has
been formerly included in an auction. The item can be
illustrated in the catalog for the sales if the auction house
publishes catalog.

Inventory number indicating de-accession from a
museum or corporate collection: items held in a corporate
collections or a museum are given inventory numbers, and
when they leave the collection these numbers accompany the
work. They serve to verify that the work or object was part of
this collection during a specific time period.
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Fig.1. Proposed architecture for data Provenance in
Supplychain
Figure 1 shows the proposed architecture for the
provenance of the assets in the blockchain. Steps for
provenance data in supplychain
1. Admin add different actors or users by its wallet
address using Public Key Kp on Server
2. Admin Request Data on Server access using
encryption Key KDE
3. (a) Admin right to actors for updating the data for
provenance as per their role
(b) Actors update the data on server using their
encryption Key KDE
4. Publish Provenance data Using KPV
5. Store Provence data Locally
6. Validate user Provence data using provenance
validation key KPV
7. (a) Create the Block Hash (# value)
(b) Create block of transaction
(c) Blockchain Receipt
8. Update Provence data Validation status (local server)
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4) Step 4: Use Editor Remix to Write the Smart
Contract in Solidity [6]
Remix is the best option for writing smart contracts, as it
comes with a handful of features. It is usually used for writing
smaller sized contracts. Remix‟s features include:

Warnings like Gas cost, unsafe code, checks for
overlapping variable names, and whether functions can be
constant or not.

Syntax and error highlighting.

Functions with injected Web3 objects.

Static analysis.

Integrated debugger.

Integrated testing and deployment environment.

Deploy directly to Mist or MetaMask.
5) Step 5: Create a .sol Extension File
Open Remix Browser, and click on the plus icon on the top
left side next to the browser to create a .sol extension file [8].
6) Step 6: Deploy smart Contract for supply chain
Deploy the smart contract at the Ethereum test network.

Fig 2. Usecase for Proposed architecture in
Supplychain using Smart Contract
Figure 2 shows the general use case of data provenance in
supply chain using smart contract. There are different actors‟
works as per their role. In this usecase of supplychain
different actors are supplier, manufactures, retailers and
distributer.
Implementing blockchain in supply chain could reduce
time delays, extra costs and human errors. In the blockchain
supply chain, the trust level is established by the blockchain
by enabling transparency across the involved parties which
has been a challenge for the last several years. Steps for
creating and deploying Ethereum Smart Contracts with Solidity for
provenance of data in supply chain [9].
A. Steps for Implementation of proposed approach
1) Step1: Create a Wallet at MetaMask
Install MetaMask in Chrome browser and enable it. Once it
is installed, click on its icon on the top right of the browser
page. Clicking on it will open it in a new tab of the browser.
2) Step2: Select a Test Network
Find the following test networks in MetaMask wallet:

Robsten Test Network

Goerli Test Network

Rinkeby Test Network

Kovan Test Network
The above networks are for testing purposes only; note that
the Ethers of these networks have no real value.
3) Step 3: Add Some Dummy Ethers in Wallet
To add dummy Ethers, click on the Deposit and Get
Ether button under Test Faucet.
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B. Aim and Objectives of proposed work
Our proposed provenance works to enable businesses to
build consumers trust in their goods in supply chain [5]. They
leverage blockchain to generate a more clear and transparent
digital record of the journey of a physical product through the
supply chain. Our goal is to offer consumers improved
product information, while rewarding responsible retailers
and manufacturers. Proposed aim and objective can be
illustrated in the following way:
 Tracking Provenance
To trace the history of any product from its origination to
where it is delivered through the blockchain in supply chain.
Such kind of traceability is helpful in detecting and resolving
frauds in the supply chain process.
 Building Trust
Blockchain‟s immutable nature prevents the supply chain
ecosystem from tampering while the consensus mechanism to
validate every new transaction.
 Cost Reduction
Reduction of the extra costs, preventing frauds or
counterfeits and elimination of the chances of product
duplicacy can be achieved by the eliminating the
intermediaries from the supply chain process. Also, rather
than depending on the centralized systems, payments between
the involved parties can be processed directly with
cryptocurrencies
 Reducing the complexities
The issues related to complicated contracts can be fixed by
smart contracts. For every transaction occurrence in the
system, smart contracts automatically execute actions like
sending alerts, payments, access to information ,transfer of
ownership or other actions that do not need an intermediary.
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VI. RESULT ANALYSIS
We are using a use case of rice supply chia and implemented
the proposed approach for finding the provenance of data
using smart contract and find the following result output.
A. Create User

particular stages this is our primary objective to find the
provenance of each batch of rice in rice supply chain without
any modification by any actor or user because each and every
data store in blockchain using the smart contract.In this way,
we can track the progress of riceafter each stage in
blockchain. The stages which are yet not updated in
blockchain are denoted using cross sign and the stages which
are completed are denoted by right tick sign. You can also
find out the name, address and contact information of user
who updated the particular stage in rice supply chain.
VII. CONCLUSION

Fig 3 Create user in rice supply chain
Only admin has right to add new user in rice supply chain as
show in figure 3. For add the user admin have to fill the basic
information of user like user Wallet Address, username, user
contact number, role of User like farmer , harvester, importer
and exporter. User can play his role as per assigned right by
the admin and user can update information only if he is in
activated status.

We described and evaluating assets provenance as an
important and ongoing issue in supplychain. Evaluating
knowledge provenance has become more possible as more
and more of the data required discovering the source of
knowledge is recorded on the supplychain. Evaluating
provenance in the supply chain has generally been more
complex and hard task because so many goods are handled in
international supply chains where the all the records maintain
has not been possible. That is, until recently, when
provenance evaluation has become more possible with the
help of Blockchain technology and smartcontract.
In particular, as blockchain technology develops, as more
business models conceived that hold it and as well as more
researchers explore research opportunities with its use, we
believe that the smart contract for data province can make a
contribution to the growth of blockchain.

B. Batch overview
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